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Isotopic production of high-radiotoxic nuclide 90Sr via proton- and
deuteron-induced reactions†
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M. Shikata,∗5 S. Takeuchi,∗5 and Y. Togano∗5 for the ImPACT-RIBF Collaboration

The processing of spent fuels from nuclear power
plants is a worldwide problem. The by-products of
the reprocessing of spent fuels are high-level radioac-
tive wastes, which contain minor actinides and fission
products. In this study, we focus on 90Sr, which is the
most radiotoxic nuclide in fission products.1) There is a
strong desire to develop nuclear transmutation technol-
ogy using accelerator facilities to reduce these harmful
nuclides. The simplest method is to irradiate the ra-
dioactive waste with a neutron beam. However, it is
not well known how much and into which nuclide 90Sr
is transmuted in this reaction. Therefore, it is essential
to study the reaction cross sections to each nuclide from
90Sr in advance. From this perspective, the inverse kine-
matics, i.e., incident 90Sr beam on light-particle targets,
is an effective method for identifying reaction products
in the forward direction.

The experiment was performed at RIBF. A secondary
beam including 90Sr was produced by the in-flight fis-
sion of 238U at 345 MeV/nucleon on a 3-mm-thick 9Be
production target, selected and identified event-by-event
using the TOF-Bρ-∆E method.2) Beam particles at
104 MeV/nucleon bombarded CH2, CD2, and C reac-
tion targets placed at the entrance of ZDS. The residual
nuclei produced in reactions were identified in ZDS with
the same method as BigRIPS. Because the momentum
acceptance of ZDS is limited to ±3%, the experiment
was conducted using five different momentum settings
(∆ (Bρ) /Bρ = −9, −6, −3, 0, and +3%) for each tar-
get to accept a wide range of the mass-to-charge ratio
A/Q. The reaction cross sections were deduced from the
number of incident 90Sr nuclides, the number of residual
particles of each species, and the thickness of the target.
The backgrounds of carbon from CH2 and CD2 targets
and beam-line materials were subtracted using empty
and carbon target runs.

The data points above 1 mb were obtained with good
statistics. These were compared with the calculations
using the Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System
(phits),3) as shown in Fig. 1. The Liége Intranuclear
Cascade model (incl4.6) and the Generalized Evapora-
tion Model (gem) were employed in the calculations. It
is observed that the calculation results were overesti-
mated around the mass number of the projectile. Few-
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Fig. 1. Isotopic-production cross sections of proton- (circles)
and deuteron-induced (diamonds) reactions and those ob-
tained from the phits calculations (proton for solid and
deuteron for dotted lines).

nucleon removal reactions are not interpreted properly
in incl because momentum distributions of the nuclear
surface are treated in a semiclassical way.4) In addition,
even-odd staggering effects appeared excessively for nu-
clides produced by emitting many nucleons. This may
be controlled to some extent by considering the compe-
tition between particle and γ-ray emissions, as well as
the discrete energy levels, in the gem.

In the lower energy deuteron-induced reaction, it
has been observed that the initial reaction mechanism
changes drastically due to the breakup into proton and
neutron during the reaction.5) Thus, we would also like
to obtain the reaction data for 90Sr in the near future.
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CP -odd gluonic operators in QCD spin physics†

Y. Hatta∗1,∗2

The explanation of matter-antimatter asymmetry of
the universe requires new origins of CP -violation be-
yond the Standard Model (BSM). One of the inter-
esting CP -violating operators that can be induced in
the QCD Lagrangian due to BSM physics is the Wein-
berg operator.1) In this report I point out a novel rela-
tion between the hadronic matrix element of the Wein-
berg operator and a certain twist-four correction in
polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS). Such a re-
lation suggests an exciting possibility that polarized
DIS experiments can provide useful information to the
physics of the nucleon electric dipole moment (EDM),
or more generally, BSM-origins of hadronic CP viola-
tions.

The Weinberg operator is a dimension-six purely
gluonic operator

OW = gfabcF̃
a
µνF

µα
b F ν

cα. (1)

This operator violates CP and can be induced in
the QCD Lagrangian by physics beyond the Standard
Model. It is considered as one of the candidate op-
erators to generate a large EDM of the nucleons and
nuclei.

The key observation is the following exact operator
identity

OW = −∂µ(F̃µν
←→
D αF

να)− 1

2
F̃µν

←→
D 2Fµν

≡ O4 +OD, (2)

Eq. (2) shows that one can choose OW and O4 as the
independent basis of operators and study their mixing.
Due to the equation of motion, one can write

O4 ≈ ∂µ(ψ̄gF̃µνγ
νψ), (3)

to linear order in partial derivative ∂µ. Such mixing is
usually neglected in the literature because O4 is a total
derivative and hence does not contribute to the CP -
violating effective action

∫
d4xO4 = 0. However, when

it comes to hadronic matrix elements, mixing becomes
crucial because only the nonforward matrix element is
nonvanishing. Specifically, their RG equation takes the
form

d

d lnµ2

(
OW

O4

)
= −αs

4π

(
γW γ12
0 γ4

)(
OW

O4

)
(4)

where

γW =
7

3
Nc +

2

3
nf (5)
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is the anomalous dimension of the Weinberg opera-
tor.2) The anomalous dimension of O4 is the same
as that of the undifferentiated, twist-four operator
ψ̄gF̃µνγνψ and is known to be3)

γ4 =
8

3
CF +

2

3
nf . (6)

To determine the off-diagonal component γ12, I evalu-
ate the following three-point Green’s function

⟨0|T{ψ(−k)Aρ
a(q)ψ̄(p)OW }|0⟩ (7)

with off-shell momenta and nonzero momentum trans-
fer ∆ = k − p− q ̸= 0. The result is

γ12 = −3Nc. (8)

It immediately follows that the following linear combi-
nation is the eigenstate of the RG evolution

OW +
γ12

γW − γ4
O4 = OW − 9N2

c

3N2
c + 4

O4. (9)

Since this operator has a rather large anomalous di-
mension γW ∼ 10, in particular larger than γ4 by a fac-
tor of about 2, at high enough renormalization scales
µ2 one has

⟨OW ⟩ ≈ 9N2
c

3N2
c + 4

⟨O4⟩ ≈ 2.61⟨O4⟩, (10)

In terms of the nucleon matrix elements

⟨P |ψ̄gF̃µνγνψ|P ⟩ = −2f0M
2Sµ (11)

1

M3
⟨P ′|gfabcF̃ a

µνF
µσ
b F ν

cσ|P ⟩ = 4Eū′iγ5u. (12)

I get

E ≈ 9N2
c

2(3N2
c + 4)

f0 ≈ 1.3f0. (13)

Therefore, one can evaluate the matrix element E of
the Weinberg operator through the measurement of the
f0 parameter relevant to the twist-four corrections in
polarized DIS.4,5) f0 can be extracted from the g1(x)
structure function measured at the future Electron-
Ion Collider (EIC) in the U.S. This is a new connec-
tion between the EIC and physics beyond the Standard
Model. It will demonstrate the EIC’s unique capabil-
ity to address low-energy nucleon observables in a high
energy collider.
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